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As a leading financial institution in Myanmar, we are focused
on, “Leading the way towards a better Myanmar, humanising
banking, connecting people, creating opportunities and changing lives”.
We define the term “Sustainability” as economic development
that meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.

“We firmly believe that as an industry that plays an instrumental role in economic growth and global trade, banks could be
a powerful force for change, to create a huge positive impact
not just economically, but also socially and environmentally.”
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BOARD STATEMENT ON SUSTAINABILITY
The Board is committed to responsi-

diverse stakeholders. We are com-

ble banking and understands that re-

mitted to meeting the regional, na-

sponsible approach to business is a

tional and international environmen-

decisive factor determining the long-

tal and social standards applicable

term success of the Bank. Economic,

to our business operations and ser-

environmental and social issues, in-

vices, and to living up to the expecta-

cluding climate change and human

tions and principles set out under the

rights, matter in the communities and

UN Global Compact, United Nations

markets where we do business. We

Guiding Principles on Business and

are integrating such considerations

Human Rights, the UNEP Statement

into our activities in order to under-

of Commitment by Financial Institu-

stand and assess risks in our business

tions on Sustainable Development,

transactions, to pursue business op-

the Equator Principles and other ap-

portunities by developing products

plicable standards as they arise. Fur-

and services, to appropriately man-

thermore, we aim to contribute to the

age our operations and supply chain

realisation of the UN Sustainable De-

and to meet the expectations of our

velopment Goals.
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In promoting sustainable de-

ers which includes our employ-

on the economy, society and the

velopment, we look to being a

ees, customers, shareholders,

environment, and that most in-

change agent and incorporat-

business partners, contractors,

fluence the decision-making of

ing environmental and social

government and the community

our stakeholders, we conducted

considerations into our business

where we do business.

a first formal stakeholder en-

so that we can impact people’s

gagement throughout 2019 and

lives meaningfully. We believe

To ensure, we prioritise the is-

materiality analysis in Septem-

in giving back to all stakehold-

sues that have the most impact

ber 2019.
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RELEVANCE OF
ASSESSMENT
•

Identification of the material

meets two conditions.

issues to stakeholders and
the Bank helps to formulate
•

It impacts our business in

the strategy

terms of growth, cost, risk or

A robust process to identify

trust.

The importance of continuous

It is important to our stake-

dialogue with stakeholders in-

to make an efficient resource

holders such as customers,

creases for any organisation

allocation

employees, Governments, in-

aiming to be responsible and

As materiality requires in-

vestors, NGOs and business

sustainable. We value open di-

ternal and external engage-

partners.

alogue with stakeholders even

the priority issues allows us

•

•

•

ment, materiality offers the

•

APPROACH WE
USED FOR MATERIALITY ASSESSMENT

if expectations and interest of

opportunity for the Bank to

In determining if an issue is ma-

our

gather stakeholder opinions

terial, we also consider whether

are in conflict. We try to resolve

and provide a solid founda-

it is aligned with our Vision and

the differences fairly and win

tion for an on-going conver-

Mission, brand portfolio and

the acceptance of our actions.

sation, strengthen the two

geographical footprint and the

We engaged with stakeholder

way communication, build

degree to which we can affect

throughout 2019.

credibility and reputation.

change.

stakeholders

sometimes

Through materiality assessment, we gain a better understanding of how to bet-

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

ter position our reporting to

We engaged various stakeholders to understand specific Sus-

deliver meaningful insight on

tainabiltiy issues relevant to them.

issues that matter both to us
and stakeholders
•

Customers

During the process, we identify other topics that are
equally important because
they safeguard the Bank’s

Shareholders

Community

credibility and hence contribute to Bank’s long-term
business success, albeit indirectly.

MATERIALITY
CRITERIA

Regulators

Employees

Business Partners

An issue is material to uab if it
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The

materiality

analysis

is

•

based on a continuous process

Their possible impact on

Society, or People.

business performance
GOVERNANCE

that include consideration, if
issues

identified

were

Diversity: Includes efforts to

not compliance to, internation-

The

al CSR Standards. Following

placed on a matrix (see below),

improve

factors were considered while

their position relative to the

Management Committee and

identifying material issues:

degree of stakeholder interest

employees .

diversity

of

Board,

and potential business impact.
Their importance to key

These results represent the

Risk Management and Risk

stakeholders

material issues facing our busi-

Culture: This includes uab’s

•

Alignment to our Mission

ness. It shall be noted that all

overall approach to assessing

•

Their CSR materiality (en-

issues on the matrix regardless

and managing risk across the

vironmental, economic and

of where they fall are relevant

business and individual busi-

social impact of issues)

to the Bank.

ness units, products, services

•

•

Their legal risks, if any

and transactions.

•

Their impact on Bank’s rep-

For clarity, we grouped issues

utation

as Governance, Environment,

Technology Risk and Informa-

MATERIALITY MATRIX
Highly Material

High

Issues
Customer Satisfaction

IMPORTANCE TO STAKE HOLDERS

Important
Financial Inclusion

Topics

Job Creation and Enterprise
Development
Technology Risk
Information Security

Employee Development &Training
Risk Management

Impact Investment

Climate Change

Anti Financial Crime

Human Rights
ES Risk

Low
Low
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Risk Cluture

Social
Investment
Diversity

SIGNIFICANCE TO uab’s BUSINESS SUCCESS

Employee Commitment
Talent Management

High
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tion Security: This means keep-

ENVIRONMENT

business as a financial service

ing the information with us safe

Impact Investment: This in-

provider, and the needs of peo-

from external unwarranted in-

cludes investment into sectors

ple and business in Myanmar.

trusions.

and industries that contribute/

The impact areas are:

assist in Sustainable DevelopAnti

Financial

Crime:

This

ment Goals

means Bank’s measures on anti-money laundering and count-

Climate Change: This includes

er financing of terrorism.

financing of clean and renew-

•

Financial Inclusion,

•

Job Creation and Enterprise
Development

•

able energy projects

Employee Development and
Training

SOCIETY

•

Customer Satisfaction

Financial Inclusion: This in-

ES Risks: This includes integra-

cludes development and in-

tion of Environmental, Social

We understand that our long-

creased access to financial

and Governance factors into

term

products and services, for un-

lending activity including cre-

upon stability and well-being

banked and underbanked seg-

ation of exclusion list.

of Myanmar. Our approach to

ments.

success

is

dependent

sustainability is founded on a
PEOPLE

broad understanding of our

Human Rights: This includes

Employee

and

duties as a financial services

Bank’s

Talent Management: This in-

provider and our responsibil-

cludes ability of the Bank to at-

ities towards society and the

tract and retain top talent and

environment, as well as our

increase employee satisfaction

role as employer. Our values of

in doing so.

Connect, Create and Change

approach

to

human

rights issues
Social

Investment:

This

in-

cludes building stronger and in-

Commitment

clusive communities

also overlap with Sustainable
Employee Training:

in-

Development Goals and on this

and

basis, we have identified three

includes Bank’s approach to-

training to employees on ESG

(3) main longer term approach-

wards

issues.

es or themes towards sustain-

Customer

Satisfaction:

grievances

This

redressal,

measurement of customer satisfaction.
SME Financing and Job Cre-

cludes

This

communication

MANAGEMENT APPROACH TO SUSTAINABILITY

ation: This includes provision-

ability namely:
•

Responsible Banking

•

Responsible Financing

•

Responsible Corporate Cit-

ing of financing to Small and

The Bank has identified four im-

Medium Enterprises and its

pact areas based on materiali-

It is our corporate responsibility

consequent impact on job cre-

ty assessment by looking at the

to build and grow a sustainable

ation for the local economies.

convergence between our core

environment in which everyone
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prospers. It is in this environ-

viding them access to finance

and non-financial issues is piv-

ment of inclusiveness and con-

(investment of more than MMK

otal in earning trust. We are

nection with our stakeholders

74 bil) and ability to tap into the

committed to issue GRI In-

that we are best able to grow

new markets.

dex-Core Option and SASB In-

our own business and work to-

dex in 2020 as a part of proac-

wards our vision to be a lead-

Further, we are continuously

tive approach for non-financial

ing bank in Myanmar.

developing financial products,

disclosure in Myanmar.

Responsible
Banking

which matches their requirements, including solutions to

EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT

deal with cash flow and work-

AND TRAINING

ing capital challenges.

People are at the core of uab

Under this theme, we expound

bank and continued invest-

and evaluate on the four im-

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

ment in our employees is a key

pact areas identified in our ma-

Our success depends upon the

priority. We are committed to

teriality assessment as below:

trust of all our stakeholders. We

creating a sustainable envi-

seek to conduct our business

ronment for them to express

FINANCIAL INCLUSION

in a fair and responsible way,

and develop their full potential

In Financial Year 2018-2019,

Humanising Banking by offer-

professionally and personal-

Bank provided 39 people with

ing our customers a fair deal

ly. Our objective is to offer our

new housing loan so that they

in terms of pricing and quali-

employees working conditions

have their place to live. We un-

ty of service for our products.

that allows them to fulfill their

derstand that accessible and

The emphasis on sustainable

individual aspirations by rising

convenient digital channels are

growth and giving back to the

to the challenges.

essential to broaden and deep-

stakeholders will continue to be

en financial inclusion across

important consideration mov-

Offering

Myanmar. To this effect, we re-

ing forward as well.

conditions: We understand that

cently launched mobile bank-

The importance of being trans-

employees need a goal that

ing and internet banking. Even

parent in reporting financial

gives meaning to their actions.

motivating

working

more, we are currently involved
in a development of a product

Percentage of SME Loan to Total Loan Portfolio

which will help customer to
open and operate an account

10%

from his/her fingertips.
JOB CREATION AND ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT
We work with 844 SMEs to

SME Loan
Others
90%

develop their enterprises, pro-
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To this, our employees support-

ligious, union, organisation or

actions are required to ensure

ed by Management and their

minority group. This is our vision

sustainability of projects as

HR Partner, have the opportu-

of diversity, which is an asset

a process of approval and re-

nities to develop professionally

to our Bank and preserving and

view. These are specific areas

throughout their career with the

promoting it is another part of

of concern:

Bank. Through constant job ro-

being a responsible employer.

tations, our employees can also

In Financial Year 2018-2019,

ENVIRONMENT

expect to perfect and expand

435 staffs were promoted, of

Our customers are expected

their financial services knowl-

which 273 staffs were female.

to know and take into account

edge. We encourage contin-

We also provided employment

the potential impact of their

uous learning and develop-

opportunities to 232 people

activities on the environment

ment to ensure our people are

and

opportunities

and seek to avoid or, when

equipped to meet the demands

to 8 people in the last financial

avoidance is not possible, mi-

of rapidly changing, increasing-

year.

nimise these impacts. In larger

internship

ly digital and increasing regula-

companies that seek financ-

tory requirements. Bank provid-

With regards to human rights,

ing from the Bank for specific

ed to training to 985 employees

we respect and promote hu-

projects, they are expected to

totaling

man rights as described in the

have appropriate policies and

training, which was directed

United

Declaration

programs for these projects to

towards increasing employee

of Human Rights. Further, we

prevent and mitigate adverse

professional competency.

respect and promote labour

impact to the environment.

9,106

manhours

of

Nations

standards as described in the
As part of the uab Tower @

International Labour Organi-

An exclusion list has been es-

Times

a

sation Declaration on Funda-

tablished which defines sec-

Training School has been es-

mental Principles and Rights at

tors or types of customers

tablished on Level 23 of the

Work and related conventions.

that do not fit into uab bank’s

City

development,

Tower with a capacity of to

profile. We will not facilitate fi-

people simultaneously.

Responsible
Financing

We understand the importance

We are committed to responsi-

of diverse workforce in success

ble financing and non-financial

maintenance of weapons

of the Bank. Every employee in

factors are also taken into con-

and munitions of any kind.

the Bank has equal opportunity

sideration. At uab, in the con-

to grow irrespective of origin,

duct of credit approvals and

catching of wildlife or wild-

gender, age, disability, sexu-

financing, all Credit Commit-

life products

al orientation, gender identity,

tees that conduct a review of

or affiliation with political, re-

the uab’s customers and trans-

conduct training to up to 250
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nancing to entities engaged in
the activities listed below.
•

•

•

Production,

trading

and

Trade in or unauthorized

Production or trade in any
product or activity deemed
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illegal under Myanmar laws

International Labour Organi-

economic contributions to our

or regulations or interna-

zation Declaration on Funda-

community through paying our

tional

mental Principles and Rights at

fair share in taxes together

Work and related conventions.

with the compulsory deduction

conventions

and

agreements, or subject to
international

•
•
•

bans,

such

as pharmaceuticals, pes-

They are expected to do so in

We contributed MMK 4.3billion

ticides/herbicides,

their own operations, and to

to tax coffers of Myanmar as

depleting substances.

use their influence with their

Commercial Tax for Financial

Hunting marine mammals

suppliers to do the same. For

Year 2018-2019.

and shark finning

unavoidable adverse impacts,

Using of dynamite and poi-

they are expected to provide

In order to enlarge our influ-

son in fishery practices

for and cooperate in remedi-

ence on sustainability, we seek

Activities involving harm-

ation through legitimate pro-

to ensure that our supply chain,

ful or exploitative forms

cesses.

including vendors and contrac-

ozone

of forced labor or harmful
child labour
•

of taxes from our employees.

Activities involving people

Responsible Corporate Citizenship

smuggling of any kind

tors conduct their businesses in
a similarly responsible fashion.
Similarly, we recognise that

We define corporate citizen-

there are situations where the

HUMAN RIGHTS

ship as an approach to busi-

way our customers conduct

All customers are expected to

ness through which we work to

their operations may generate

respect and promote human

make a positive impact on so-

significant environmental and

rights as described in the Unit-

ciety, the environment and the

social impact and, in such cas-

ed Nations Declaration of Hu-

economy.

es, we try to leverage our influ-

man Rights in their business

ence on them to mitigate and

decisions and are expected to

We believe that corporate citi-

use their influence with their

zenship is about integrity, busi-

suppliers to do the same. For

ness ethics and responsible

Further, we have taken a pro-

unavoidable adverse impacts,

governance. It all starts with

active step to manage ESG risk

they are expected to provide

a commitment to conducting

in lending activity by signing a

for and cooperate in remedi-

ourselves with integrity, in ev-

Memorandum of Understand-

ation through legitimate pro-

ery action, every transaction

ing with WWF to develop and

cesses.

and every part of our busi-

implement Environmental, So-

ness, being transparent and

cial and Governance Policy.

LABOUR STANDARDS

accountable, and contributing

All Customers are expected to

to the well-being of our stake-

respect and promote labour

holders.

standards as described in the

We are committed to making

www.uab.com.mm

manage risk.
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OUR POSITION AND
RESPONSE ON OTHER AREAS OF CONCERN

whom we do business.

this a Gift Guideline has been
issued to employees to restrict

We highlight below some of the

the receipt of any gift for their

key governance policies, pro-

services in the Bank. While ac-

cedures and guidelines of the

cepting or giving gifts we follow

Bank.

5 principles and they are:

Our Code of Ethics and An-

•

It is for a proper purpose

The nature of our business relies

ti-Bribery and Corruption Policy

•

Permitted by law

on the stakeholders’ trust and

has been adopted to reinforce

•

Permitted by our policies

any violation of that undermines

Bank’s stance. Policy and Code

•

Permitted by recipients’ pol-

public confidence in us, which

cover all stakeholders including

has a direct impact on the busi-

but not limited to, employees,

ness. Therefore, we place ut-

interns, members of the Board

most importance on ethics and

of Directors and all vendors

integrity. An essential part of

and contractors. Together with

Governance

icies and
•

Reasonable in value and appropriate in circumstances

To note, uab is accorded

our corporate and sustainability
governance approach is the establishment of policies that institutionalise certain values we
hold true.
uab is committed to applying
high standards of honesty and
integrity

consistently

across

our operations and our business dealings. We operate according to our corporate values
and are committed to preventing corruption and bribery in all
its forms and do not tolerate it
in our business or in those with

Code of

Whistle

Anti-Bribery

Anti-Money

Corporate

Gift

Ethics

blowing

and

Laundering

Governance

Guidelines

Policy

Corruption

Policy

Framework

Policy
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#1 amongst all banks in term of

foundation and continued abil-

business transformation to build

Corporate Governance in the

ity to care for our employees,

our future competitiveness and

Pwint Thit Sa Report 2019 by

stakeholders’ interests, suppli-

growth, but also plays an en-

Myanmar Centre for Responsi-

ers and business partners, and

abling role in delivering added

ble Business.

the communities that we serve.

value to our stakeholders and

Financial
Performance

Digitalisation &
Investment in Technology

uphold our principle of Human-

The Bank maintained a strong
track record from last year’s

At uab, digital represents not just

performance, ensuring a strong

a key driver for enterprise-wide

ising Banking as well as financial inclusion.
Digitalisation and Investment in
Technology adds to our effort to
make our community financially
inclusive.

uab Mobile
A superior and secure mobile
banking

experience,

with

continuous enhancement like
Biometric Log-In, Mobile TopUp, Bill Payment and many
more.

uab Visa Prepaid Card
Simple and convenient to
use even if you do not have
a Bank account, i.e. a cash
less wallet in hand, anytime,
anywhere.

www.uab.com.mm
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uab-UPI Contactless
#1 bank in Myanmar that
provides UPI Quick Pass
acceptance services, encouraging digital economy.

Cashless Campus
Offering almost a complete
cashless solution to the
“campus community”, i.e.
students, teachers, parents,
vendors and the entire ecosystem.

Financial Inclusion

2018/2019. We will continue to provide support to this

Facilitate and provide access

Program to fuel the growth

to suitable, affordable, and

of SME in Myanmar.

quality financial services by
improving access to banking.

uab ran various platforms
and campaigns to encour-

uab is the only private PFI

age banking, e.g. ATM with-

that exceeded the target

drawal fee waiver @ more

for JICA SME 2-Step Loan

rural areas in Upper & Lower

Program (funding to SMEs

Myanmar etc.

at lower interest rates) in
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Savings Culture
uab believe in savings culture where resources are set
aside for a sustainable future
for our children and building a better Myanmar. We
launched many savings products with attractive rates
to encourage the culture.

Online Home Loan Application and Home Loan
Calculator
Loan eligibility calculator
and initial application at
your fingertips.

Service Excellence
uab, a trusted partner in
helping

customers

and

businesses with complete
solutions

and

excellent

services.

Customer-cen-

tricity is an ongoing journey and, we aim to continuously strengthen our
culture to deliver better
value and services.

www.uab.com.mm
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Procurement
We monitor and manage
our own operations as well
as our suppliers to better
manage the impact we
have directly and indirectly through our value chain.
We support local suppliers
by sourcing locally.

Resource Optimisation
As a bank with extensive reach, we embrace our role as a responsible consumer and corporate citizen,
committed to manage our environmental footprint through resource and operational efficiencies.
uab Tower @ Times City
•

conventional way of paper-based storage.
•

budgets and leave applica-

Cloud-based storage vs the

Electronic

submission

for

approvals at Head Office
including credit proposals,
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tions.
•

Centralised

print.
•

printing

and

air-conditioning to lessen

e-fax to minimize wastage.
•

Softphones,

wifi,

wireless

Controlled temperature for
global warming.

•

Good practice of switching

connections to projectors

off lights and eco-friendly

etc to reduce carbon foot-

toilet flush.
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uab bank’s branches
Continuous

reengineering

at

the branches, resulting in close
to 50 forms being merged and
thus, reducing redundancy and
cost.

Business Ventures
•

Strategic cooperation with
GRG Banking Equipment, to
develop digital banking and
re-engineering of our processes to go green

Be The Change Myanmar

The program which is in its 3rd

development initiatives, focus-

community with particular focus

year of running, driving uab’s

ing on the underserved and un-

on children, youth and women.

community engagement and

derprivileged members of the

www.uab.com.mm
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Main sponsorship for Thet
Htar Thuzar, the female
badminton

champion

of

Myanmar in her preparation for the Tokyo Olympics
2020
“A model of grit and perseverance to the young people of Myanmar”

Main

sponsorship

Myanmar

Contingent

for
to

the 46th Southeast Asian
and Japanese Youth Program (SSEAYP)
“Youth power, the driving
force for tomorrow’s leaders of Myanmar”

Donations in cash, beds,
computers, mosquitoes net,
lunch, dinner and Spend A
Day with the less fortunate
@ Kyee Myin Daing Blind
House and Ka Wae Chan
Blind House
“We light up your life”
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Gifts for several hundred of
disadvantaged children
“This country will not be a
good place for any of us to
live in unless we make it a
good place for all of us to
live in”
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